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Abstract
Developing immobilized molecular complexes, which demonstrate high product efficiencies at low overpotential in the electrochemical reduction of CO2 in aqueous media, is essential for the practical production of reduction products. In this work, a simple and facile self-assembly method is demonstrated by electrostatic interaction and π-π stacking for the fabrication of a porphyrin/graphene framework (FePGF) composed of Fe(III) tetraphenyltrimethylammonium porphyrin and reduced liquid crystalline graphene oxide that can be utilized for the electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 to CO on a glassy carbon electrode in aqueous electrolyte. The FePGF results in an outstanding robust catalytic performance for the production of CO with 97.0% faradaic efficiency at an overpotential of 480 mV and superior long-term stability relative to other heterogeneous molecular complexes of over 24 h (cathodic energy efficiency: 58.1%). In addition, a high surface area carbon fiber paper is used as a substrate for FePGF catalyst, resulting in enhanced current density of 1.68 mA cm-2 with 98.7% CO faradaic efficiency at an overpotential of 430 mV for 10 h, corresponding to a turnover frequency of 2.9 s⁻¹ and 104 400 turnover number. Furthermore, FePGF/CFP has one of the highest cathodic energy efficiencies (60.9%) reported for immobilized metal complex catalysts.
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Developing immobilized molecular complexes, which demonstrate high product efficiencies at low overpotential in the electrochemical reduction of CO₂ in aqueous media, is essential for the practical production of reduction products. In this work, we demonstrate a simple and facile self-assembly method by electrostatic interaction and π-π stacking for the fabrication of a porphyrin/graphene framework (FePGF) composed of Fe(III)-tetraphenyltrimethyl ammonium porphyrin (FeTMAP) and reduced liquid crystalline graphene oxide (rLCGO) that can be utilized for the electrocatalytic reduction of CO₂ to CO on a glassy carbon electrode in aqueous electrolyte. The FePGF results in an outstandingly robust catalytic performance for the production of CO with 97.0% faradaic efficiency at an overpotential of 480 mV and
superior long-term stability relative to other heterogeneous molecular complexes of over 24 h (cathodic energy efficiency: 58.1 %). In addition, a high surface area carbon fiber paper is used as a substrate for FePGF catalyst, resulting in enhanced current density of 1.68 mA cm$^{-2}$ with 98.7 % CO faradaic efficiency at an overpotential of 430 mV for 10 h, corresponding to a TOF of 2.9 s$^{-1}$ and 104,400 TON. Furthermore, FePGF/CFP has one of the highest cathodic energy efficiencies (60.9 %) reported for immobilized metal complex catalysts.

1. Introduction

The increasing atmospheric and marine CO$_2$ concentrations is widely considered as one of the biggest global issues amongst all environmental problems and managing the emission of CO$_2$ using renewable energy sources is one of the most important scientific and economic challenges today.$^{[1]}$ As a promising approach to this, the conversion of CO$_2$ into fuels and organic feedstock materials has been widely investigated using various methods such as thermo-, photo-, and electro-chemical methods.$^{[2]}$ Among them, electrochemical CO$_2$ reduction converts CO$_2$ that is dissolved in an aqueous electrolyte into other value-added chemicals (i.e. carbon monoxide, formic acid, alcohols, etc.) using electrical energy and it is one of the most attractive reduction methods due to its environmental and economic advantages.$^{[3]}$ In the overall process in the electrochemical cell, the CO$_2$ reduction at the cathode is carried out along with water oxidation at the anode. Once each reaction is efficiently optimized, both of reactions can be integrated into the one electrochemical device.

However, there are kinetic challenges in splitting CO$_2$ molecules due to the high activation energy required in the reduction process.$^{[4]}$ In order to resolve this, a variety of catalysts including precious metals,$^{[5]}$ non-precious metals,$^{[6]}$ transition metal oxide,$^{[6a,7]}$ transition metal chalcogenides$^{[8]}$ and metal complexes$^{[8b, 9]}$ have been investigated to reduce the activation energy. In the presence of molecular catalysts, specifically, CO$_2$ reduction typically proceeds
by a proton-coupled electron transfer reaction, resulting in lower overpotentials due to the stabilization of the metal-carbon dioxide complex.\textsuperscript{[10]} Depending on the process under the CO\textsubscript{2} atmosphere, a variety of gaseous or liquid products can be generated at various potentials estimated from the standard Gibbs energies of the reactants.\textsuperscript{[11]} However, the competitive hydrogen evolution reaction (HER, $E^0 = 0$ V vs. RHE)\textsuperscript{[4]} can concomitantly occur at a similar potential to the electrochemical CO\textsubscript{2} reduction reaction.\textsuperscript{[12]} Therefore selectivity is a vital property in a practical electrocatalyst for this process.

Metal complexes (e.g. metalloporphyrins and metallophthalocyanines) have been widely studied as homogeneous catalysts for electrochemical CO\textsubscript{2} reduction due to their high selectivity, potential low cost, and ease of preparation on a large scale.\textsuperscript{[13]} However, the use of the metal complexes as homogeneous catalysts is not ideal for practical applications since the catalytic activities are influenced by a number of factors including (i) diffusion of the catalyst into the diffusion layer adjacent to the electrode surface, limiting the number of active catalytic species, (ii) the difficulty of preventing catalyst deactivation processes such as dimerization and aggregation and (iii) non-ideal use of volatile and flammable organic solvents like dimethylformamide (DMF) and acetonitrile.\textsuperscript{[14]} In addition, unlike heterogeneous catalysts, it is not easy to separate or reuse the homogeneous catalysts following the reaction, one of the most important factors in commercial use.\textsuperscript{[14]}

For these reasons, there have been a number of studies recently in which earth-abundant cobalt, iron and zinc-based molecular complexes have been immobilized and used as heterogeneous catalysts for electrochemical CO\textsubscript{2} reduction.\textsuperscript{[15]} For example, a cobalt-based heterogeneous catalyst using a Co(II)-porphyrin-based covalent organic framework (COF) has been reported by Lin \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[15a]} The COF powders were deposited on porous, conductive carbon fabric and exhibited a high selectivity for CO formation (90%) with normalized turnover
frequency (TOF) of 0.62 s\(^{-1}\) at 550 mV overpotential (compared to an equilibrium potential of 0.11 V vs. RHE\(^4\) as reported for all following overpotentials). In other work, Hu et al. have described an efficient method for the synthesis of a heterogeneous catalyst based on the \(\pi-\pi\) interactions between cobalt(II)-tetrphenylporphyrin (CoTPP) and single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT), resulting in a catalyst that shows highly selective conversion of CO\(_2\) into CO with 90% faradaic efficiency and a TOF of 0.08 s\(^{-1}\) at an overpotential of \(~550\) mV.\(^{15d}\) In addition, Zhang et al. have reported a similar approach with cobalt(II) phthalocyanine/CNT that exhibits highly enhanced electrochemical CO\(_2\) reduction to CO with 95% faradaic efficiency (TOF 4.1 s\(^{-1}\)) at 520 mV overpotential.\(^{15c}\)

Iron-based heterogeneous catalysts have been extensively investigated with Maurin et al. reporting iron(III)-porphyrin immobilization onto carbon nanotubes by both \(\pi-\pi\) stacking and covalent attachment, resulting in 93% CO production (TOF 0.04 s\(^{-1}\)) at an overpotential of 480 mV.\(^{15b}\) In addition, Tatin and coworkers utilized the electrostatic complex formed between a tetracationic iron(III)-porphyrin (WSCAT) and the anionic polymer Nafion adsorbed on carbon powder to create a heterogeneous catalyst on carbon felt. Electrolysis of this composite catalyst resulted in stable catalytic activity over 30 h with a high CO faradaic efficiency of 92% (TOF 0.01 s\(^{-1}\)) at an overpotential of 410 mV.\(^{15c}\) It is notable that the TOFs of the Fe-based metal complexes are significantly lower than those of most cobalt-based molecular catalysts, which may be attributed to the lower energy barrier (less negative potential) for the formation of the catalytic active Co(I) species compared to the reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(0) in the heterogeneous metal complex catalyst systems.

Wang et al. have reported the first example of a Zn(II)-based porphyrin electrocatalyst for electrochemical CO\(_2\) reduction.\(^{16}\) The heterogenized Zn(II) porphyrin on carbon fiber paper exhibited highly selective CO\(_2\) reduction to CO at moderate overpotential. Unlike other
porphyrin catalysts, interestingly, the Zn(II) porphyrin did not have any redox reactivity at the metal center but rather showed ligand-based CO$_2$ reduction catalysis.

Although the majority of metal complexes have demonstrated improved catalytic performance through immobilization, most of the catalysts for the production of CO operate at high overpotentials and show poor catalytic durability of less than 5 h, resulting in a low energy efficiency for the electrochemical CO$_2$ reduction catalysis. Therefore, the goal of a stable, efficient earth-abundant metal complex-based heterogeneous catalyst for the electrocatalytic reduction of CO$_2$ at low overpotentials has yet to be fully realized.

Herein, we report a simple and facile self-assembly method for the fabrication of reduced graphene oxide frameworks (FePGFs) directly interconnected with 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-trimethylammoniumphenyl)porphyrinato iron(III) pentachloride by π-π stacking and electrostatic interactions as an electrocatalyst for CO$_2$ reduction (Figure 1). As a heterogeneous electrocatalyst for the reduction of CO$_2$ to CO, the as-prepared FePGFs possess a number of advantages including (1) facile and rapid electron transfer, (2) easy electrolyte and CO$_2$ accessibility, (3) structural robustness, (4) excellent efficiency at low overpotential, and (5) superior long-term stability under the electrochemical reduction conditions.

In contrast to previous work, FePGF modified on glassy carbon plate exhibited excellent electrocatalytic CO$_2$ reduction performance and stability affording a current density of 0.20 mA cm$^{-2}$ with 97.0% faradaic efficiency for CO production at an overpotential of 480 mV over 24 h, corresponding to a TOF of 0.8 s$^{-1}$ and turnover number (TON) of 69,120. In addition, enhanced catalytic performance is demonstrated using a high surface area carbon fiber paper substrate for the FePGF catalyst in 0.1 M KHCO$_3$ electrolyte. Over a 10 h electrolysis, this results in a higher current density of 1.68 mA cm$^{-2}$ with a 98.7 % CO faradaic efficiency at an overpotential of 430 mV, corresponding to a TOF of 2.9 s$^{-1}$ and 104,400 TON.
2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Fabrication of FePGFs.

The fabrication of FePGFs is summarized in Figure 1. Initially, liquid crystalline graphene oxide (LCGO), synthesized by a modified Hummer’s method, was chemically reduced using ascorbic acid at 90°C for 1 h. Subsequently, various amounts of reduced LCGO (rLCGO, 1.4, 2.8 and 5.6 mg) were simply mixed with the porphyrin FeTMAP (2 mg dissolved in 30 mL H₂O), in which they spontaneously started to make frameworks presumably by electrostatic interactions between the positively charged functionalities of the FeTMAP and negatively charged rLCGO. As rLCGO was added into FeTMAP solution, the frameworks formed rapidly and agglomerated in the solution while the residual solution became colourless, indicative of the formation of larger and heavier agglomerates. As indicated in the photographs of the reactions (Figure 1), 5.6 mg of rLCGO was the minimum amount of graphene required to visibly consume the 2 mg of FeTMAP. The FePGF electrode was then prepared by drop casting the FePGF dispersion (100 µL) on each side of a glassy carbon plate to give a porphyrin loading of 40 µg cm⁻² as described in the Experimental section in the Supporting Information. The leaching of catalyst from the FePGF was tested by immersing a FePGF-modified electrode into 20 mL water for 20 h and the amount of porphyrin dissolved from the catalytic film quantified by UV-Vis spectroscopy. As shown in Figure S1 (Supporting Information), less than 0.5 % of the total amount of iron porphyrin leached from the FePGF electrode.

In order to ascertain how much of the FeTMAP was electrochemically active in the FePGFs, the electroactive amounts of FeTMAP on the surface of the modified electrode were estimated based on the plot of peak current of the Fe³⁺/Fe²⁺ redox wave as a function of scan rate,¹⁵b,¹⁵c which showed a linear relationship (Figure S2, Supporting Information). The amount of electroactive FeTMAP on the FePGF-covered surface electrode is calculated according to equation (2),
\[ \Gamma = \frac{Q}{nFA} \]  

where \( \Gamma \) is the electroactive amounts of FeTMAP on the modified electrode, \( Q \) is the integration of the redox peaks, \( n \) is the number of electron consumed, \( F \) is the Faraday constant, and \( A \) is the electrode area, and is found to be \( 1.3 \times 10^{-9} \) mol cm\(^{-2} \). The number of active FeTMAP molecules on the framework surface is \( 1.6 \times 10^{15} \) while the number of added FeTMAP molecules in the electrode sample is \( 4.5 \times 10^{16} \) corresponding to 3.5% electroactive FeTMAP in the FePGF (see Note S1 in the Supporting Information). While this is surprisingly small, it is similar to that previously observed for the CO\(_2\) reduction activity of Co porphyrins in covalent organic frameworks.\(^{[15a]}\)

### 2.2. Material characterization of FePGF.

Morphological characterization of the FePGFs was carried out with high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) as shown in Figure 2. A comparison of the bright field and dark field TEM images of rLCGO (Figure 2a,b and a’,b’, respectively) and FePGF (Figure 2c,d and c’,d’, respectively) reveals that the FePGF is composed of overlaid large and flat graphene sheets in contrast to rLCGO that appears to have a more crumpled sheet structure. It is clear from these images that the FeTMAP has had a significant impact on the morphology of the rLCGO, appearing to create a flat, stacked layer-by-layer FePGF structure. Additionally, the distribution of FeTMAP in the FePGF is confirmed by the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) maps (Figure 2e) and spectra (Figure S3, Supporting Information), which show that N and Fe are homogeneously distributed over the graphene/porphyrin framework composite layer.
The structural and functional integrity of the graphene-bound FeTMAP was investigated by UV-Visible, fluorescence, and Raman spectroscopy. The absorption spectra of LCGO, rLCGO, FeTMAP, and FePGF were all obtained from aqueous solutions. As shown in Figure 3a, LCGO shows a characteristic absorption peak at 228 nm (π−π* transition of aromatic C=C bonds) with a shoulder at around 303 nm (n−π* transition of C=O bonds). After reduction by ascorbic acid at 90 °C for 1h, the absorption peak at 228 nm is red shifted to 260 nm with no 303 nm peak present, inferring that the LCGO was successfully reduced to rLCGO by ascorbic acid. The spectrum of FeTMAP exhibits a strong absorption peak at 412 nm, corresponding to the characteristic porphyrin Soret band with weaker Q bands between 500 nm and 700 nm. After formation of FePGF, the Soret band of FeTMAP is red-shifted from 412 nm to 424 nm. This 12 nm shift is half of that reported by Xu et al. for the binding of free base TMAP to rGO, who demonstrated the molecular flattening of cationic tetraarylporphyrins on graphene due to both π-π stacking and electrostatic interactions between residual negatively charged carboxylate groups on the rGO and the cationic groups on the porphyrin. The smaller shift suggests a weaker π-π interaction between the FeTMAP and the rLCGO, which is expected due to the presence of the coordinated iron.

The fluorescence spectra of FeTMAP and FePGF were obtained in order to probe the interaction between the excited-state FeTMAP and rLCGO (Figure 3c). Upon excitation of FeTMAP at Soret band of 412 nm, strong fluorescence emission peaks centered at 640 nm and 700 nm were recorded. The emission spectrum of the FePGF excited at 424 nm shows no detectable fluorescence emission from FeTMAP, indicative of quenching of the porphyrin excited singlet state by the interacted rLCGO sheets as has previously been observed by Xu et al. The interactions between rLCGO and FeTMAP in FePGF were also confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. As shown in Figure 3d, the Raman spectra of both LCGO and rLCGO exhibit
two bands at 1331 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1585 cm\(^{-1}\), typical of the D and G bands in rLCGO.\(^{[22]}\) The change in the ratio of the intensities of the two bands (I_D/I_G) show that LCGO (I_D/I_G=1.12) was successfully reduced to rLCGO (I_D/I_G=1.24) and the evolution of the more intense and less broad 2D band around 2620 cm\(^{-1}\) also indicates better graphitization by chemical reduction of LCGO.\(^{[22-23]}\) In contrast, the FePGF I_D/I_G of 1.24 indicates that the incorporated FeTMAP does not affect the aromaticity of the rLCGO. However, there is a small shift of the G band from 1585 cm\(^{-1}\) (rLCGO) to 1594 cm\(^{-1}\) indicative of electron doping between rLCGO and FeTMAP as a result of the π-π stacking and electrostatic interactions.\(^{[24]}\)

In order to gain a deeper insight into the interactions in FePGF, the photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis for each of FeTMAP, LCGO, rLCGO and FePGF were carried out and the survey and high-resolution spectra for C 1s, N 1s and Fe 2p are shown in Figure S4, Figure 4 and Figure S5, respectively. The C 1s spectra of LCGO before and after the reduction with ascorbic acid at 90°C for 1 h are shown in Figure 4a and b. As in previous work,\(^{[25]}\) four characteristic C 1s peaks, corresponding to C=C/C-C, C-OH/C-O-C, C=O and O-C=O were observed at 284.5, 286.4, 287.8, and 289.0 eV, respectively. Although the C-O functionalities observed at 286.4 eV were notably decreased after reduction with ascorbic acid, a significant number of C-O groups still remained on the rLCGO, indicating that the LCGO was not fully reduced. Furthermore, the atomic percentages of each C 1s peak are shown in Table S1 in the Supporting Information wherein the atomic percentages of the C-O (38.7%) observed in the rLCGO are lower than that of LCGO (45.4%), supportive of the mild reduction of LCGO. The C 1s spectrum of FePGF (Figure 4c) showed a much higher intensity C=C/C-C band at 284.5 eV, while the remaining C 1s peaks were little changed compared to that of rLCGO. This intensity increase is expected following the binding of the FeTMAP to the rLCGO although some intensity increase might also be expected for the band at 286.4 eV due to an increased C-N contribution. Indeed, a comparison of the peak height ratios of the bands
at 286.4 and 287.8 eV show an increase from 5:1 to 6:1. In addition, the N 1s spectrum of FePGF was deconvoluted into three peaks at 398.6, 399.7 and 402.4 eV (Figure 4f). The band at 402.4 eV is due to the cationic N of the $-N^+(CH_3)_3$ functional groups on the FeTMAP in FePGF and varies little from that of the pure FeTMAP (Figure S5a). In contrast, the peaks at 398.6 eV (iminic) and 399.7 eV (aminic), assigned to the inner core nitrogens of the porphyrin structure, are at slightly higher binding energy compared to those of FeTMAP. This is similar to that reported by He et al. for a Fe phthalocyanine-graphene complex who postulate that these binding energy shifts are due to charge transfer between the phthalocyanine and the nanocarbon.

Moreover, as shown in Figure 4g-i, Fe2p peaks can only be observed in the FePGF spectrum with peaks at 710.7 and 724.1 eV corresponding to Fe 2p$_{3/2}$ and Fe 2p$_{1/2}$. These Fe$^{III}$ peaks correlate well to the peaks observed for FeTMAP itself (Figure S5b, 710.6 and 723.3 eV) and other reported Fe porphyrin peaks, indicating that the valence state of the Fe$^{III}$ was not significantly influenced in the formation of FePGF.

2.3. Electrochemical behavior of FeTMAP and FePGF catalysts.
The electrochemical behaviour of FeTMAP as a homogeneous CO$_2$ reduction catalyst and FePGF as a heterogeneous catalyst was initially investigated by cyclic voltammetry under an atmosphere of Ar or CO$_2$ as shown in Figure 5a. FeTMAP (0.5 mM in 0.1 M KCl, pH 7.1) displayed very similar CV profiles under both Ar and CO$_2$ to those reported previously. Under an atmosphere of CO$_2$, the reduction current density increased at lower negative potentials compared to the CV under Ar, indicative of electrochemical CO$_2$ reduction. In order to clearly observe the FeTMAP reduction peaks from Fe$^{III}$ to Fe$^{0}$, Fourier transform AC cyclic voltammetry (FTACV) was performed in Ar saturated 0.1 M KCl electrolyte (pH 7.1) to
minimize the capacitive current in the measurement (frequency: 9 Hz, amplitude: 80 mV and scan rate: 60 mV s\(^{-1}\)).\[^{30}\] As shown in the Figure S6a (Supporting Information), for the FeTMAP homogeneous catalyst, each reduction peak from \(\text{Fe}^\text{III}/\text{II} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^\text{II}/\text{I} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^\text{I}/0\) was clearly observed at 0.19, -0.41, and -0.80 V vs. RHE (hereafter all potentials are reported with respect to RHE).

In contrast, large capacitive currents were observed in the CVs of FePGF, similar to those reported for a MoS\(_x\)-rGO composite catalyst.\[^{31}\] While the redox peaks of FeTMAP were not distinct, there appeared to be an apparent decrease in onset potential of reduction under CO\(_2\) compared to Ar. The CV observed in an atmosphere of Ar showed a rapidly increasing current density from -0.72 V, likely due to the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), whilst the current density measured under CO\(_2\) that may be utilized for either CO production and/or HER, started increasing from -0.56 V, ~200 mV lower. Notably, a relatively small current density was observed in an atmosphere of CO\(_2\) compared to that obtained in Ar, as has been previously observed and ascribed to CO\(_2\) occupying active sites with a slower reaction and thereby impeding HER.\[^{4, 31}\] The FTACV reveals the Fe reduction peaks for \(\text{Fe}^\text{III}/\text{II}\), \(\text{Fe}^\text{II}/\text{I}\) and \(\text{Fe}^\text{I}/0\) at 0.13, -0.29, and -0.58 V, respectively (Figure S6b, Supporting Information). Interestingly, the potential required for the reduction of \(\text{Fe}^\text{I}\) to \(\text{Fe}^0\), which directly influences the onset potential of CO\(_2\) reduction, was shifted from -0.80 V to -0.58 V (Inset in Figure 5) following the interaction of the FeTMAP with rLCGO, presumably resulting from the delocalized electron density from the \(\pi-\pi\) stacking. This results in a positive shift (~ 200 mV) in the reduction potential for the generation of the catalytically active species (\(\text{Fe}^0\)). However, these CVs could not provide conclusive evidence about the nature of the reduction process taking place.

**2.4. CO\(_2\) reduction activity measurements.**

Potentiostatic electrolysis and gas analysis was undertaken to determine the reduction processes. As shown in Figure 6a, the onset potentials and faradaic efficiencies were obtained
by gas chromatography (GC) analysis of the gas products at different applied potentials. Experiments were carried out at pH 4.2 in a CO₂ atmosphere using FeTMAP as a homogeneous catalyst (Figure 6a top) and a FePGF modified electrode as the heterogeneous catalyst (Figure 6a bottom) in a 0.1 M KCl electrolyte.

On the basis of the electrolysis results as a function of several potentials, the onset potentials initially generating carbon monoxide (CO) could be estimated. In the case of the FeTMAP homogeneous catalysis, CO was initially produced with 16.6% faradaic efficiency (FE) at -0.59 V, corresponding to 480 mV overpotential for the generation of CO (E₀ for CO₂/CO is 0.11 V in H₂O). The onset potential for FePGF catalysis, on the other hand, was estimated at -0.49 V with an even higher CO generation efficiency of 42.1%. This corresponded to a decrease of the overpotential from 480 mV to 380 mV, attributed to the increased ease of electron transfer to FeTMAP as a result of its interaction with graphene.

As is evident in Figure 6a, 100 % FE of the H₂ and CO generation is not achieved until -0.84 V and -0.54 V for homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis, respectively. At lower potentials, less than 100 % of the charge is consumed in gas generation although no other products were detected. While only 3.5 % of the porphyrin on the electrode is electrochemically active (vide supra), it is likely that residual underlying Fe(III) porphyrin is reduced, which could account for the low FEs.

As can be seen in the electrocatalytic CO₂ reduction results, FePGF showed not only an improved onset potential for CO₂ reduction but also significantly enhanced CO production at lower overpotentials. In the homogeneous catalysis (FeTMAP), the highest conversion of CO₂ into CO was obtained with a faradaic efficiency of 94.5% at an overpotential of 730 mV, while the deposited electrocatalyst (FePGF) afforded the highest CO faradaic efficiency (97.3%) at a significantly lower overpotential (480 mV).
In order to examine the long-term stability of both catalysts, bulk electrolysis was carried out at -0.84 V (FeTMAP) and -0.59 V (FePGF), potentials that produce the highest faradaic efficiencies. During FeTMAP homogeneous catalysis over 10 h (Figure 6b), the average current density was 0.87 mA cm\(^{-2}\), attributed to the high amount of FeTMAP dissolved in the electrolyte (4.7 μmol). During the initial 1 h electrolysis a 94.5 % faradaic efficiency for CO was obtained, but this steadily decreased to 73% CO faradaic efficiency after 10 h, which may be attributed to the deactivation of FeTMAP by aggregation, porphyrin reduction and/or demetallation, degradation processes that have been proposed for metallo- porphyrins and phthalocyanine electrocatalysts. Based on these results, the FeTMAP TOF and turnover number (TON) were calculated as 0.003 s\(^{-1}\) and 108, respectively.

In comparison, bulk electrolysis with FePGF at -0.59 V (corresponding to 480 mV overpotential) showed significantly stable catalytic activity that maintained a very high CO selectivity of 93% faradaic efficiency after 24 h (see entry 2, Table 1). While the average current density of 0.20 mA cm\(^{-2}\) was lower than for homogeneous catalysis reflecting the reduced amount of graphene-bound porphyrin available at the electrode, CO was consistently generated with an average of 97.0% faradaic efficiency. Furthermore, the FePGF catalyst TOF (0.8 s\(^{-1}\)) and TON (69,120) were vastly improved (see Note S2 in the Supporting Information for details). Comparing the FePGF heterogeneous catalyst to other reported metal complex immobilized catalysts for electrochemical CO\(_2\) reduction (Table 1) shows that not only does it exhibit one of the lowest potentials at maximum faradaic efficiency for CO generation (see column 2, Table 1) but it also has one of the highest TOFs at similar potentials to those reported in other papers (Figure S7, Supporting Information), making FePGF one of the most promising and stable catalysts reported.

In order to assess the integrity of the FeTMAP in the FePGF following the extended 24 h bulk electrolysis, the FePGF was recovered from the electrode by sonication in water, and the
resulting suspension examined by UV-Vis and fluorescence spectroscopy, with TEM images obtained from the recovered powder. As shown in Figure S8 and S9 (Supporting Information), a clear absorption peak at 424 nm was still evident in the UV-Vis spectrum and emission peaks were not observed at 640 nm and 700 nm, indicating that FeTMAP was still bound to the graphene layer after the extended electrolysis. As can be seen in the Fe 2p XPS spectrum (Figure S10, Supporting Information), moreover, it is found that the Fe$^{III}$ valence state was well maintained during 24 h electrolysis.

2.5. pH dependence.

In order to assess the effect of pH on the CO$_2$ reduction, the pH of 0.1 M KCl electrolyte was adjusted to pH 6.8 under 1 atm CO$_2$. As revealed in the gas evolution measurements (CO or H$_2$ production) at various applied potentials at neutral pH (Figure S11a, Supporting Information), FePGF showed high selectivity for electrochemical CO$_2$ conversion into CO over a wide potential range, resulting in the highest faradaic efficiency of 95% for CO at a potential of -0.54 V, lower than for pH 4.2 and corresponding to a smaller 430 mV overpotential, with the onset potential shifted from -0.49 V to -0.39 V. Furthermore, the faradaic efficiency reached 100% at a lower potential (-0.44 V at pH 6.8 vs -0.54 V at pH 4.2), which we attribute to the differences in proton sources utilized for proton coupled electron transfer reaction for the reduction at different pHs.$^{[33]}$ Moreover, the HER resulting from the reduction of carbonic acid (H$_2$CO$_3$) and/or hydrated protons may be relatively suppressed in a neutral electrolyte, resulting in improved selectivity of CO production.$^{[9a]}

In the long-term performance measurement of CO$_2$ reduction at neutral pH (Figure S11b, Supporting Information), stable catalytic activity was again observed over 10 h, resulting in an average 94.2% CO generation with stable current density at 0.27 mA cm$^{-2}$, and TOF and TON of 1.0 s$^{-1}$ and 36,000, respectively (Table 1).

Energy efficiency (EE) is the most critical parameter to determine overall energy utilization in the cathodic and anodic reactions. The cathodic half reaction EEs were calculated with an assumed anode overpotential (for water oxidation) of at least 400 mV; this is an important part of the energy cost of the generation of the gas products at the cathode. EE is determined by the following equation (3),[34]

\[
EE(\%) = \frac{\Delta E^0}{\Delta E^{Applied}} \times FE
\] (3)

where \(\Delta E^0\) is the equilibrium full cell potential \((E_{CO_2/CO}^0 - E_{Water \text{ oxidation}}^0 = -0.11 \text{ V} - 1.23 \text{ V} = -1.34 \text{ V})\), \(\Delta E^{Applied}\) is the applied full cell potential \((E_{CO_2/CO}^{Applied} - E_{Water \text{ oxidation}}^{Assumed} = -0.59 \text{ V} - 1.63 \text{ V} = -2.22 \text{ V})\), and FE is the average faradaic efficiency for CO (97.0 %) at -0.59 V for the 24 h electrolysis in 0.1 M KCl electrolyte (pH 4.2).

From this calculation, an EE of 58.5% was obtained for the catalytic reaction of FePGF, the highest reported for metal complex immobilized catalysts (see Table 1, for a comparison with other reported catalytic systems), highlighting its promise as an energy-efficient catalyst for the production of CO from CO\(_2\).

2.7. Possible CO\(_2\) reduction mechanism of the FePGF catalyst.

Comparing the TOF and TON values of the homogeneous FeTMAP and heterogeneous FePGF catalytic systems, it is clear that a dramatic enhancement in catalytic activities for CO\(_2\) reduction was achieved when the catalytically active species, FeTMAP, was well interconnected with the graphene layers forming frameworks. As mentioned above, delocalization of electron density on the FeTMAP molecule interacting with rLCGO by \(\pi-\pi\)
stacking may be one of the critical reasons for the shift in two of the three reduction potentials of FeTMAP in FePGF toward more positive potential. In order to gain some mechanistic insight into this enhanced reactivity, a Tafel analysis was undertaken (Figure S12, Supporting Information).

Based on previous studies,[35] CO generation proceeds by a two-electron two-proton reduction with the initial electron transferred onto \( \text{CO}_2 \) to form an adsorbed \( \text{CO}_2^{2\text{−}} \) intermediate on the surface of the catalyst with less negative potentials required to effect the following proton-assisted reduction steps. Forming the adsorbed \( \text{CO}_2^{2\text{−}} \) intermediate is considered the rate determining step. As shown in Figure S12 (Supporting Information), the Tafel slopes for homogeneous FeTMAP and heterogeneous FePGF catalysis were 129 and 96 mV dec\(^{−1}\), respectively, which are comparable to the theoretical value of 118 mV dec\(^{−1}\) for the initial single electron injection to form the \( \text{CO}_2^{2\text{−}} \) intermediate.[35c] However, the improved Tafel value of 96 mV dec\(^{−1}\) obtained for the FePGF heterogeneous catalysis may be due to improved electron-transfer kinetics resulting from enhanced electron transfer through the well-constructed graphene framework. In addition, it may imply that the heterogeneous electrokinetics of \( \text{CO}_2 \) conversion into CO is not dominantly determined by initial single electron transfer; stabilisation of the \( \text{CO}_2^{2\text{−}} \) intermediate on the graphene-bonded Fe\(^{0}\)TMAP may be capable of reducing the energy barrier for electrochemical \( \text{CO}_2 \) reduction.

Enhanced electrochemical \( \text{CO}_2 \) reduction has also been observed using binuclear metalloenzymes (i.e. binuclear Ni and Fe centers in carbon monoxide dehydrogenase (CODH)[36] and a cofacial Fe porphyrin dimer[37]), in which the activation of \( \text{CO}_2 \) between metal centers separated at suitable distances (less than 6.2 Å) occurs affording the enhanced reduction. Thus, if Fe porphyrins existed face-to-face in FePGF, ideally separated by 3.4–4.0 Å, this would provide sufficient space to bind the linear \( \text{CO}_2 \) molecules (2.32 Å) and contribute
to the push-pull activation of the CO₂ molecule, a similar reduction enhancement might be expected.

2.8. State-of-the-art.

The performance of the FePGF heterogeneous catalyst was compared with other reported metal complex heterogeneous catalysts using similar experimental conditions such as the use of a high surface area electrode substrate and the commonly used bicarbonate-based electrolyte. A FePGF catalytic film was deposited on a high surface area carbon fiber paper (CFP, 1 cm⁻² geometric surface area) and bulk electrolysis was carried out at -0.54 V (FePGF) for 10 h in 0.1M KHCO₃ under a CO₂ atmosphere (pH 6.8) as described in the Supporting Information. Prior to electrolysis, the amount of electrochemically active porphyrin was estimated using CV at different scan rates (Figure S13, Supporting Information). The FePGF/CFP exhibited a slightly higher amount of electrochemically active porphyrin (3.0 × 10⁻⁹ mol cm⁻²) compared to that on the glassy carbon electrode, presumably due to the higher surface area of the CFP.

As shown in the CV profile of FePGF/CFP under a CO₂ atmosphere (Figure 7a), FePGF/CFP produced ~22.6 mA cm⁻² at -0.98 V, which is more than a five-fold increase in current density compared to that obtained on glassy carbon in a 0.1M KCl electrolyte (Figure 5b). For the electrolysis at -0.54 V, the FePGF/CFP showed current density as high as 1.68 mA cm⁻² with ~ 98.7% of the electrons utilized for CO generation over a 10 h electrolysis (Figure 7b). On the basis of the electrolysis results, the TOF and TON for CO production of FePGF/CFP was found to be 2.9 s⁻¹ and 104,400, respectively.

In particular, the current density of 1.68 mA cm⁻² generated by the FePGF catalysis can be considered the highest of all the immobilized metalloporphyrin heterogeneous catalysts (Table 1) if the active number of molecules in each catalytic system is considered. Compared to the other immobilized metalloporphyrin heterogeneous catalysts (entry 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, Table 1), FePGF has one of the smallest amounts of active species in the catalyst with the second highest
current density; the CoTPP/SWNT catalyst (entry 9, Table 1) has twice the current density but almost 100 times the active catalyst. Compared to the WSCAT/Nafion/Carbon powder catalyst (entry 4) in which the same porphyrin (FeTMAP) was utilized to form the heterogeneous catalyst, the FePGF catalyst exhibited significantly higher catalytic activity, particularly in TOF (2.9 s\(^{-1}\) FePGF at -0.54 V vs. 0.01 s\(^{-1}\) WSCAT/Nafion/Carbon powder at -0.52 V). This may be due to the well-organized framework structure between porphyrin and rLCGO without reduced aggregation of the porphyrin molecules in the FePGF.

In contrast, while the reported metallophthalocyanine heterogeneous catalysts (Table 1, entries 7, 8, 10 and 11) all show higher current densities, with the CoPc/MWCNT catalyst (entries 7,8) exhibiting an order of magnitude higher current density, these catalysts typically have 2-6 times the amount of active catalyst than for the FePGF. In addition, all the metallophthalocyanine catalysts show lower TON values highlighting the catalytic durability of the FePGF catalyst.

Overall, it appears that the direct binding of the Fe porphyrin to a carbon substrate via electrostatic or \(\pi-\pi\) stacking significantly improves electron transfer between the iron catalyst and the conductive carbon affording a catalyst with one of the highest CO\(_2\) conversion efficiencies (98.7\%) at one of the lowest potentials (-0.54 V corresponding to 430 mV overpotential) of the reported heterogeneous metal complex catalyst systems.

2.9. LCGO vs. reduced LCGO.

The preparation of the FePGF required at least partial reduction of the LCGO as described above. Nonetheless, it was not clear how reduced the graphene needed to be to create an effective catalyst. LCGO itself has the potential to create more electrostatic interactions with the cationic porphyrin compared to a mildly reduced LCGO (rLCGO), whilst a more highly reduced LCGO (hrLCGO) could provide less electrostatic interactions but more \(\pi-\pi\)
interactions and high conductivity for electron-transfer to the porphyrin catalyst (Figure 8a). Consequently, two more porphyrin-based graphene composite catalysts were prepared and their electrochemical catalytic activity explored.

For this study, an LCGO-FeTMAP composite was prepared as described in the Supporting Information and deposited on CFP. To investigate CO₂ reduction, analysis of the gas produced by LCGO-FeTMAP was carried out during electrolysis at -0.54 V in 0.1M KHCO₃. As shown in Figure 8b, the current density from LCGO-FeTMAP showed a significant drop over the first 250 s while there was no detection of gas products in the first 120 s of electrolysis time (Figure 8c). This suggested that, at least initially (120 s), all current was utilized for the electrochemical reduction of LCGO to rLCGO until sufficient reduction had occurred to allow H₂/CO catalytic production to take place. After 1 h electrolysis, however, the LCGO-FeTMAP composite showed very similar CO₂ reduction performance (99.3% CO FE and 0.5% H₂ FE) to that obtained by FePGF likely due to the LCGO-FeTMAP catalyst reaching the same level of reduction as the FePGF; it is worthy of note that the FePGF catalyst itself was always subject to a CV preconditioning (see Electrochemical Measurements, Supporting Information). However, the LCGO-FeTMAP catalyst exhibited a lower current density of 1.6 mA cm⁻² than that FePGF (2.2 mA cm⁻²) after 3600 s that may be a result of the loss of porphyrin catalyst during reduction.

To investigate the importance of the degree of graphene reduction on the electrochemical CO₂ reduction performance, a more severe chemical reduction of LCGO with ascorbic acid at 90°C for 12 h was undertaken. The resulting hrLCGO was then utilized for the formation of an hrLCGO-FeTMAP composite (see the Supporting Information for details). The hrLCGO-FeTMAP catalyst was coated on CFP and electrolysis was performed at -0.54 V. As shown in Figure 8b, the catalyst showed much lower current density (0.32 mA cm⁻²) at 3600 s, which may have been a result of a reduced amount of electrochemically active porphyrin due to fewer
functionalities on the hrLCGO. Moreover, slightly lower catalytic activity for CO production (86.7% FE) was observed with ~14.3% H₂ conversion (Figure 8c). This may be due to the relatively small number of iron porphyrin CO₂ catalytic active sites compared to the proton reduction sites on hrLCGO. Attempts to measure the amount of electrochemically active porphyrin on this electrode were made given this evidence for a reduced amount, but were not successful due to the poor CV response from the porphyrin. Interestingly, the CO selectivity of hrLCGO-FeTMAP gradually decreased with electrolysis time and afforded 51.2% CO FE and 48.5% H₂ FE after 10 h electrolysis (Figure S14, Supporting Information), which may be related to the decreased stability of the more reduced framework. Therefore, it appears that a framework-based structure such as the FePGF, that has a balance of electrostatic groups and aromatic areas for π-π interactions, could be critical for the long-term catalytic performance of a FeTMAP heterogeneous catalyst on graphene.

3. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have synthesized porphyrin/graphene frameworks (FePGF) composed of a tetracationic Fe(III)-porphyrin and partially reduced LCGO (rLCGO) by utilizing the electrostatic interactions between the ammonium cations of the Fe porphyrin and the carboxylate anions of the rLCGO, affording a facile and simple self-assembly method. This new type of heterogeneous framework-based catalyst has been investigated on glassy carbon for electrochemical CO₂ reduction to CO in water at both acidic (pH 4.2) and neutral (pH 6.8) pHs. FePGF exhibited an average faradaic efficiency for CO production of 97.0% at -0.59 V (corresponding to 480 mV overpotential for CO generation) with negligible H₂ generation over 24 h, corresponding to a TOF of 0.8 s⁻¹ and 58.5% energy efficiency. In addition, the catalytic activity of FePGF deposited on a carbon fiber paper was examined to compare with previously reported heterogeneous metal complex catalysts. This higher surface area electrocatalyst exhibited significantly enhanced CO₂ reduction to CO with 98.7% CO faradaic efficiency at
an overpotential as low as 430 mV for 10 h, corresponding to a TOF of 2.9 s⁻¹ and 104,400 TON. Consequently, FePGF outperforms current state-of-the-art immobilized metal complex electrocatalysts for the conversion of CO₂ into CO.

To examine the effect of the degree of LCGO reduction, two more composites of the cationic porphyrin FeTMAP and LCGO itself as well as a highly reduced LCGO were prepared and their catalytic activity on carbon fiber paper compared to that of FePGF. For the LCGO-FeTMAP catalyst electrolysis, it was apparent that an initial reduction of the LCGO occurred prior to CO₂ catalysis. Nonetheless, after 1 h electrolysis, the CO production reached a similar level to that of the FePGF albeit with a lower current density. In contrast, the more reduced hrLCGO-FeTMAP catalyst showed a small drop in CO selectivity but a large change in current density after 1 h electrolysis. In addition, the stability of the hrLCGO-FeTMAP catalyst was significantly reduced after 10 h with an accompanying large drop in CO selectivity. Thus, the heterogeneous framework catalyst FePGF appears to offer the required balance of electrostatic interaction and reduced character affording both high catalytic efficiency and long term stability.

The excellent performance of FePGF may be explained by several factors. The formation of the graphene framework likely not only enhances electron transfer but also delocalizes the electron density on the FeTMAP, enabling a positive shift in the Fe¹TMAP to Fe⁰TMAP reduction potential. Cofacial Fe porphyrins within the framework may allow the stabilization of CO₂ by a push-pull mechanism in between the Fe centers. The highly porous framework-based structure formed by the layered graphene appears to not only promote the contact area between FeTMAP and electrolytes, facilitating CO₂ access, but also maintain stable catalysis with consistent faradaic efficiency for CO formation during 24 h electrolysis. A more in-depth
study of these factors is currently being undertaken in order to better understand the catalytic activity of this porphyrin-graphene composite.

The catalytic potential of this porphyrin/graphene framework concept could be further enhanced using three dimensional hierarchical structures such as sponges and fibers. Varying the porphyrin metal or even the molecular catalyst itself could also lead to the conversion of CO₂ into a variety of other value-added chemicals and such studies are underway.

4. Experimental Section

**Synthesis of FePGFs:** The porphyrin FeTMAP (2 mg) was dissolved in DI water (30 mL) to make a dilute solution (66.6 μg mL⁻¹). The FeTMAP solution (30 mL) was mixed with a dispersion of rLCGO (2 mL, 2.8 mg mL⁻¹) leading to the spontaneous formation of agglomerates. After forming the agglomerated frameworks, unbound FeTMAP was removed following centrifugation by separating the reddish coloured centrifugate from the agglomerates. This process was repeated until the supernatant solution turned colourless. Finally, DI water (5 mL) was added to the resulting agglomerates and then the suspension was vigorously dispersed using a vortex mixer until it was visually well-dispersed.

**Synthesis of LCGO-FeTMAP composites:** FeTMAP (2 mg) was dissolved in H₂O (30 mL) and mixed with LCGO dispersion (1 mL, 5.6 mg mL⁻¹) following which they spontaneously aggregated as observed in the preparation of FePGF. After forming the agglomerates, unbound FeTMAP was removed following centrifugation by separating the reddish coloured centrifugate from the agglomerates. Finally, H₂O (5 mL) was added to the resulting agglomerates and then the suspension was homogeneously dispersed using a vortex mixer.

**Synthesis of hrLCGO-FeTMAP composites:** The hrLCGO was prepared using ascorbic acid in deionized (DI) water. Specifically, ascorbic acid (16.8 mg) was added to a water dispersed LCGO solution (10 mL, 0.56 mg mL⁻¹) and heated at 90°C for 12 h, during which rLCGO
sheets were loosely interconnected as a graphene hydrogel. Upon cooling, the resulting material was sonicated for 3 h to obtain an hrLCGO dispersion. The dispersion was centrifuged (11,000 rpm for 10 min) and the supernatant removed. The residual hrLCGO was redispersed in DI water (5.6 mL) to give a concentration of 1 mg mL⁻¹.

FeTMAP (2 mg) was dissolved in H₂O (30 mL) and mixed with LCGO dispersion (5.6 mL, 1 mg mL⁻¹) The resulting solution lost much of its colour, indicative of the interaction between the residual carboxylate anions of hrLCGO and the cationic groups of the FeTMAP, along with the precipitation of agglomerates. Unbound FeTMAP was removed following centrifugation by separating the reddish coloured centrifugate from the agglomerates. Finally, H₂O (5 mL) was added to the agglomerates and the resulting suspension was homogeneously dispersed using a vortex mixer.

**Electrochemical measurements:** All of the electrochemical measurements were carried out in an airtight two compartment electrochemical cell purchased from Pine Instruments (USA) with clearly polished glassy carbon plate (surface area of each side: 1 cm²), platinum wire counter electrode, and Ag/AgCl reference electrode (3.5 M KCl), using a potentiostat (CH Instruments, 650D, USA). FePGF solutions (100 μL) were drop-cast onto each side of the glassy carbon plate to form the FePGF modified electrode, which was dried under a fumehood at room temperature. The as-prepared FePGF electrode was immersed into an Ar-saturated 0.1M KCl electrolyte and cycled from 0 V to -1.6 V (vs. Ag/AgCl (3.5 M KCl)) at a scan rate of 100 mV s⁻¹ for 6 cycles in order to precondition the electrode. Following this, cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were taken under the same conditions either in a 0.1 M KCl electrolyte under an Ar (pH 7.1) or CO₂ atmosphere (pH 4.2).

For the high surface area CFP electrode development, 100 μL of the catalyst dispersion (LCGO-FeTMAP, FePGF or hrLCGO-FeTMAP) were drop-cast onto each side of the CFP
(geometric surface area of 1 cm$^{-2}$) to form the catalyst-modified electrode, which was dried under a fume hood at room temperature. The as-prepared FePGF and hrLCGO-FeTMAP electrodes were immersed into an Ar-saturated 0.1M KHCO$_3$ electrolyte and cycled from 0 V to -1.6 V (vs. Ag/AgCl (3.5 M KCl)) at a scan rate of 100 mV s$^{-1}$ for 6 cycles in order to precondition the electrode. (Preconditioning was not carried out for the LCGO-FeTMAP electrode.) Following this, cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were taken under the same conditions either in a 0.1 M KHCO$_3$ electrolyte under an Ar (pH 8.3) or CO$_2$ atmosphere (pH 6.8).

All potentials in this study were adjusted to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) reference scale using the formula:

$$E \text{ (vs. RHE)} = \text{Applied potential (vs. Ag/AgCl)} + 0.210 \text{ V} + 0.059 \text{ V} \times \text{pH}$$

_Gas product analysis:_ Bulk electrolysis was carried out to detect the gas products for CO$_2$ reduction by gas chromatography (GC, Shimadzu, GC-08) equipped with a 6-foot molecular sieve 5 Å column and a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). The column was kept at 90°C while the detector was at 100°C for the analysis. Gas production was calculated using calibration curves (CO: $6.30 \times 10^{11}$ area mol$^{-1}$, H$_2$: $7.32 \times 10^{12}$ area mol$^{-1}$) made by sampling known volumes of CO and H$_2$ gas.

From the result of the GC analysis, the faradaic efficiency of each experiment was calculated using equation below, where $Q$ is the charge passed during the bulk electrolysis, $z$ is the number of electrons for CO, $n$ is the number of moles of CO based on GC analysis, and $F$ is the Faraday constant.

$$\text{Faradaic efficiency (\%)} = \frac{Q_{\text{Experimental}}}{Q_{\text{Theoretical}}} \times 100$$

$$= \frac{z \times n \times F}{Q} \times 100$$
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the synthesis of FePGF composed of rLCGO and FeTMAP, the material characteristics and the electrocatalyst application for the conversion of CO$_2$ into CO.
Figure 2. Bright-field TEM images of a) and b) rLCGO and c) and d) FePGF, and their corresponding FePGF high-angle annular dark field–scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) images of a’) and b’) rLCGO and c’) and d’) FePGF. e) HAADF-STEM image and EDS mappings of the FePGF.
Figure 3. a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of LCGO, rLCGO, FeTMAP and FePGF. b) Magnified UV-Vis absorption spectra of FeTMAP and FePGF. c) Fluorescence spectra of FeTMAP ($\lambda_{ex}=412$ nm) and FePGF ($\lambda_{ex}=424$ nm). d) Raman spectra of LCGO, rLCGO, FeTMAP and FePGF.
Figure 4. XPS spectra of LCGO, rLCGO, and FePGF, respectively, for a-c) C 1s, d-f) N 1s, and g-i) Fe 2p.
Figure 5. Cyclic voltammograms of a) 0.5 mM FeTMAP-dissolved homogeneous system and b) FePGF as a heterogeneous system in 0.1 M KCl electrolyte. The pH is 7.1 under Ar and 4.2 under CO₂. All scan rates were 100 mV s⁻¹. The inset shows the reduction potentials at the peak of current density of each sample determined by Fourier transform AC cyclic voltammetry (FTACV) in 0.1M KCl electrolyte.
Figure 6. a) Faradaic efficiencies of 0.5 mM FeTMAP as homogeneous catalyst (upper) and FePGF as heterogeneous catalyst (bottom) for CO (red) and H₂ (black) formation at various applied potentials under a CO₂ atmosphere. Long-term stability with respect to current density (blue solid line) and faradaic efficiency (coloured dots) of the CO₂ reduction electrocatalysis by b) 0.5 mM FeTMAP (homogeneous) at -0.84 V for 10 h electrolysis and c) FePGF (heterogeneous) at -0.59 V for 24 h electrolysis in a 0.1 M KCl aqueous electrolyte.
Figure 7. Cyclic voltammogram of FePGF/CFP in CO₂ saturated 0.1 M KHCO₃ electrolyte. 
b) Long-term stability of FePGF/CFP (neutral pH) at -0.54 V (corresponding to an overpotential of 430 mV).
**Table 1** Comparison of catalytic activities of FePGF prepared in this study with the state-of-the-art of immobilized molecular complex catalysts for electrochemical CO₂ reduction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Catalysts (Electrolysis V vs. RHE[^b] pH)</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Active amount of molecules mol cm⁻²</th>
<th>Current Density mA cm⁻²</th>
<th>Faradaic Efficiency for CO₂H %</th>
<th>Energy Efficiency[^a] %</th>
<th>TOF s⁻¹</th>
<th>TON (Electrolysis time)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>FePGF (-0.54V, pH 6.8)</td>
<td>Carbon fiber paper</td>
<td>3.0 × 10⁻⁹ ~ 1.68</td>
<td>98.7% / 0.8%</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>104,400 (10h)</td>
<td>This work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>FePGF (-0.59V, pH 4.2)</td>
<td>Glassy carbon plate</td>
<td>1.3 × 10⁻⁹ ~ 0.20</td>
<td>97.0% / 4.0%</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>69,120 (24h)</td>
<td>This work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>FePGF (-0.54V, pH 6.8)</td>
<td>Glassy carbon plate</td>
<td>1.3 × 10⁻⁹ ~ 0.27</td>
<td>94.2% / 7.1%</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>36,000 (10h)</td>
<td>This work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>WSCAT/Nafion/Carbon powder[^c] (-0.52V, pH 7.3)</td>
<td>Carbon felt</td>
<td>3.7 × 7.4 × 10⁷ ~ 1.0</td>
<td>90% / 10%</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1,006 (30h)</td>
<td>[15a]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CAT[^h]p/MWCNT[^d] (-0.59V, pH 7.3)</td>
<td>Glassy carbon plate</td>
<td>2.4 × 10⁸ ~ 0.20</td>
<td>93% / 4%</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>432 (3h)</td>
<td>[38]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CAT[^h]p/MWCNT[^g] (-0.62V, pH 7.3)</td>
<td>Glassy carbon plate</td>
<td>6.4 × 10⁹ ~ 0.16</td>
<td>80% / n.a.</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1,080 (3h)</td>
<td>[29]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CoPc/MWCNT (2.5%)[^f] (-0.63V, pH 6.8)</td>
<td>Carbon fiber paper</td>
<td>1.8 × 10⁻⁸ ~ 10.0</td>
<td>92% / 6.4%</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>93,600 (10h)</td>
<td>[15c]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CoPc-CN/MWCNT (3.5%)[^f] (-0.63V, pH 7.2)</td>
<td>Carbon fiber paper</td>
<td>1.8 × 10⁻⁸ ~ 15.0</td>
<td>98% / 3.3%</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>14,760 (1h)</td>
<td>[15c]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CoTPP/SWCNT[^d] (-0.68V, pH 7.2)</td>
<td>Carbon plate</td>
<td>1.7 × 10⁻⁷ ~ 3.2</td>
<td>85% / 9%</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1,194 (4h)</td>
<td>[15d]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>CoPc-P4V[^d] (0.73V, pH 4.7)</td>
<td>Graphite disc electrode</td>
<td>1.3 × 10⁻⁹ ~ 2.0</td>
<td>89% / 5%</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>34,560 (2h)</td>
<td>[39]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>CoFP[^f] (-0.80V, pH 7.2)</td>
<td>Carbon fiber paper</td>
<td>1.3 × 10⁻⁸ ~ 4.5</td>
<td>93% / 5%</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>11,592 (2h)</td>
<td>[40]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>COF-367-Co[^d] (1%)[^k] (-0.67V, pH 7.3)</td>
<td>Carbon fiber paper</td>
<td>2.0 × 10⁻⁹ ~ 0.45</td>
<td>53% / 62%</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>17,856 (8h)</td>
<td>[154]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^a]: Assuming a 400 mV overpotential for water oxidation at the anode.

[^b]: All potentials were adjusted to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) using the formulation, E (vs.RHE)=Applied potential (vs.Ag/AgCl)+0.210 V+0.059 V×pH.

[^c]: 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis(4-trimethylammoniumphenyl)porphyrin-iron(III) pentachloride.

[^d]: 5,10,15-Tris(2,6-dihydroxophenyl)-20-(3-(pyren-1-yl)propyl)porphyrin-iron(III) chloride.

[^e]: 5,10,15-Tris(2,6-dihydroxophenyl)-20-(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin-iron(III) chloride.

[^f]: Cobalt(II) phthalocyanine.

[^g]: 2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24-Octacyanophthalocyanine-cobalt(II).

[^h]: 5,10,15,20-Tetracyanophosphyrin-cobalt(II).

[^i]: cobalt(II) phthalocyanine-poly-4-vinylpyrididine.

[^j]: 1,2,3,4,8,9,10,11,15,16,17,18,22,23,24,25-Hexadecafluorophthalocyanine-cobalt(II).

[^k]: 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis(4-aminophenylporphyrin)-cobalt(II).
Figure 8. a) Representations of the ideal structures for the LCGO-FeTMAP, FePGF and hrLCGO-FeTMAP composites. b) Chronoamperometry of the LCGO-FeTMAP, FePGF and hrLCGO-FeTMAP at -0.54 V for 7000 s in 0.1 M KHCO₃. c) Faradaic efficiency of the LCGO-FeTMAP, FePGF and hrLCGO-FeTMAP catalysis.
A porphyrin-based graphene framework (FePGF) is fabricated via a simple and facile self-assembly method for the efficient electrocatalytic reduction of CO₂. FePGF displays an outstandingly robust catalytic performance for the production of CO over 10 to 24 h with 98.7% Faradaic efficiency at an overpotential of 430 mV, corresponding to a TOF of 2.8 s⁻¹ and TON of 104,400.
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1. Experimental section

**Apparatus**

All chemicals and reagents not described below were commercial and used without further purification. The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded on Varian Avance 500 spectrometer using TMS as an internal standard. Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images and energy dispersive spectrum (EDS) were collected on a JEOL ARM-200F. UV-Visible spectrum was investigated with a Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrophotometer. Fluorescence was obtained by Horiba Fluorolog FL3-221. Raman spectra were recorded on a Jobin Yvon Horiba HR800 Raman microscope using a 532 nm laser line. Gas chromatography (GC, GC-08, Shimadzu, Japan) was performed with a 6-foot Molecular Sieve 5 Å column and a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). The column was kept at 90°C while the detector was at 100°C. The retention time of each product was compared with known compounds. All the electrochemical experiments were conducted on a CHI 650D electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments, Austin, Texas, USA) at ambient condition.

**Synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-dimethylaminophenyl)-porphyrin**

The synthesis was carried out by standard Adler condition using 1:1 mixture of propionic and octanoic acid as the reaction medium

Yield: 12%. The spectral data was comparable to that published previously.

1.
Synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-trimethylammoniumphenyl)-porphyrin tetraiodate

5,10,15,20-Tetrakis(4-dimethylaminophenyl)porphyrin (1.78 g, 2.2 mmol) was dissolved in DMF (90 mL) and methyl iodide was added (15 mL, 0.24 mol). The resulting mixture was stirred at 100°C for 5 h then cooled down. The cold mixture was diluted with acetone; resulting solid was filtered off, washed with acetone and diethyl ether then vacuum dried at 60°C to give fine purple powder.

Yield: 77%; 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6, TMS): 8.88 (s, 8H, β-pyrrolic), 8.54 – 8.43 (m, 16 H, Ar), 3.96 (s, 24H, N-CH3), -2.94 (br s, 2H, NH).

Synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-trimethylammonium-phenyl)porphyrinato iron(III) pentachloride (FeTMAP)

This method was adopted from the procedure presented by Harada et al. and modified4. 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis(4-trimethylammoniumphenyl)porphyrin tetraiodate (0.63 g, 4.6 mmol) and iron (II) chloride tetrahydrate (46.00 g 0.23 mol) were dissolved in water (250 mL) and refluxed for 2 h in aerobic conditions. The mixture was filtered when hot and the filtrate was cooled down. Sodium perchlorate (10.00 g, 82 mmol) was added to the cold solution and stirred for 15 min then the resulting purple solid was filtered off and washed with 1% perchloric acid. (CAUTION – do not dry the cake. It will explode when dry!). The solid was redissolved in hot acetonitrile (150 mL), cetylpyridinium chloride (8.23 g, 24 mmol) added and the hot mixture stirred for 5 minutes. The resulting solid was filtered off, washed several times with hot acetonitrile then dried under vacuum at 60°C to give FeTMAP as fine dark red microcrystals.

Yield: 97%; The spectral data was comparable to that published previously5.

Synthesis of rLCGO
The experimental setup and procedure for the synthesis of liquid crystalline graphene oxide (LCGO) were based on our previously reported synthesis method. Expandable graphite flakes (3772, Asbury Graphite Mills, US) were thermally treated at 1050 °C for 15 s to produce expanded graphite (EG) and this was used as the precursor for graphene oxide synthesis. In a typical GO synthesis, EG (1 g) and sulfuric acid (200 mL) were mixed and stirred in a three-neck flask for 24 h. KMnO₄ (5 g) was added to the mixture and stirred at room temperature for 24 h. The mixture was then cooled in an ice bath, and deionized water (200 mL) and H₂O₂ (50 mL) were poured slowly into the mixture, resulting in a colour change to light brown followed by stirring for 30 min. The resulting dispersion was washed and centrifuged three times with a HCl solution (9:1 vol. water/HCl). Repeated centrifugation washing steps with deionized water were carried out until a solution of pH ~6 was achieved. The resulting large GO sheets were redispersed in deionized water by gentle shaking.

The reduction of the LCGO using ascorbic acid was then carried out in deionized (DI) water. Specifically, ascorbic acid (225 mg) was added to a water dispersed LCGO solution (50 mL, 1.5 mg mL⁻¹) and heated at 90°C for 1 h. Upon cooling, the resulting black rLCGO was isolated by centrifugation and decantation. The rLCGO was redispersed twice with a similar volume of water to wash it and finally redispersed in DI water to give a concentration of 2.8 mg mL⁻¹.
2. Supporting figures and tables

**Figure S1** Data obtained to determine the leaching of porphyrin from FePGF. a) UV-Vis spectra of aqueous solutions of FeTMAP at various concentrations from 7.41 to 0.11 μM. b) Calibration curve based on the absorption peaks of the various FeTMAP solutions shown in a). c) UV-Vis spectra of the electrolyte after the immersion of a FePGF electrode for 20 h.
Figure S2  a) Fe$^{III}$/Fe$^{II}$ redox wave as function of the scan rates in acidic electrolyte (pH 1) brought by adding HClO$_4$ into 0.1 M KCl electrolyte. b) plotting the peak current as a function of the scan rate. c) an example of the integration of the oxidation peak obtained by the red box in Figure S2a.
Figure S3 EDS spectra of a) rLCGO and b) FePGF.
Figure S4 XPS survey spectrum of LCGO, rLCGO and FePGF.

Figure S5 XPS spectra of FeTMAP for a) N 1s and b) Fe 2p.
Figure S6 Fourier transform AC voltammograms (FTACV) to determine the redox potentials of Fe in a) homogeneous FeTMAP and b) heterogeneous FePGF. Reduction: A = Fe$^{III}$/Fe$^{II}$, B = Fe$^{II}$/Fe$^{I}$, C = Fe$^{I}$/Fe$^{0}$. Oxidation: A' = Fe$^{II}$/Fe$^{III}$, B' = Fe$^{I}$/Fe$^{II}$, C' = Fe$^{0}$/Fe$^{I}$. 
Figure S7 TOF for CO production with FePGF for 20 min electrolysis at different applied potentials.

Figure S8 UV-Vis spectrum of FePGF after 24 h electrolysis in 0.1 M KCl electrolyte.
**Figure S9** Fluorescence spectra of FeTMAP ($\lambda_{ex}=412$ nm), FePGF ($\lambda_{ex}=424$ nm) and FePGF after 24 h electrolysis ($\lambda_{ex}=424$ nm).

**Figure S10** High resolution Fe 2p XPS spectra of FePGF after 24 h electrolysis in 0.1M KCl electrolyte.
Figure S11  a) Faradaic efficiencies of FePGF for CO/H$_2$ at various applied potentials at neutral pH (6.8) (CO: red, H$_2$: black). b) Long-term stability of FePGF (neutral pH) at -0.54 V (corresponding to an overpotential of 430 mV).
Figure S12 Tafel plots of FePGF (red) and 0.5 mM FeTMAP (blue) for CO production.

Figure S13 Fe$^{III}$/Fe$^{II}$ redox wave of the FePGF/CFP electrode as function of the scan rates in Ar-saturated 0.1M KHCO$_3$ (pH 8.3).
Figure S14 Long-term stability of hrLCGO-FeTMAP (neutral pH) at -0.54 V (corresponding to an overpotential of 430 mV) with faradaic efficiencies for CO/H₂ (CO: red, H₂: black).
Table S1 The atomic percentages of each C 1s peak for LCGO, rLCGO and FePGF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LCGO</th>
<th>rLCGO</th>
<th>FePGF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Binding</td>
<td>Binding</td>
<td>Binding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>energy (eV)</td>
<td>energy (eV)</td>
<td>energy (eV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atomic %</td>
<td>Atomic %</td>
<td>Atomic %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C=C/C-C</td>
<td>284.5 45.0</td>
<td>284.5 49.2</td>
<td>284.5 63.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>286 45.4</td>
<td>286 38.7</td>
<td>286 30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C=O</td>
<td>287 5.3</td>
<td>287 5.7</td>
<td>287 3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O=C-O</td>
<td>290 4.3</td>
<td>290 6.4</td>
<td>290 2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note S1 Calculation of the number of active FeTMAP molecules on the framework surface

The number of added FeTMAP molecules in the electrode sample

Mole of added porphyrins in the electrode sample

\[
\text{Mole of added porphyrins in the electrode sample} = \frac{\text{weight of FeTMAP (g)}}{\text{molecular weight (g mol}^{-1}\text{)}}
\]

\[
= \frac{0.00008 \text{ g}}{1075 \text{ g mol}^{-1}} = 7.44 \times 10^{-8} \text{ mol}
\]

The number of added porphyrins in the electrode sample

\[
= \text{Mole of added porphyrins in the electrode sample (mol)} \times \text{Avogadro's number (mol}^{-1}\text{)}
\]

\[
= 7.44 \times 10^{-8} \text{ mol} \times 6.02 \times 10^{23} \text{ mol}^{-1} = 4.48 \times 10^{16}
\]

The number of active FeTMAP molecules on the framework surface

The number of active porphyrins on framework

\[
= \text{Mole of active porphyrins on framework (mol cm}^{-2}\text{)} \times \text{electrode area (cm}^2\text{)} \times \text{Avogadro's number (mol}^{-1}\text{)}
\]

\[
= 2.6 \times 10^{-9} \text{ mol} \times 6.02 \times 10^{23} \text{ mol}^{-1} = 1.56 \times 10^{15}
\]
Note S2 Calculation of turnover frequency (TOF) and turnover number (TON)

A. FePGF/Glassy carbon electrode long-term electrolysis at -0.59V

Turnover frequency (TOF)

\[
\text{TOF (s}^{-1}\text{)} = \frac{I \cdot FE}{2 \cdot F \cdot n}
\]

\(I\): The average current density obtained by 24 h electrolysis at -0.59V (0.00020 A cm\(^2\) × 2 cm\(^2\) = 0.00040 A)

\(FE\): The average CO Faradaic efficiency obtained by 24 h electrolysis (97.0%)

\(F\): Faraday constant (96485 C mol\(^{-1}\))

\(n\): The amount of catalysts utilized for catalysis (1.3 × 10\(^{-9}\) mol cm\(^2\) × 2 cm\(^2\) = 2.6 × 10\(^{-9}\) mol)

\[
\text{TOF (s}^{-1}\text{)} = \frac{0.00040 \cdot 0.970}{2 \cdot 96485 \text{ C mol}^{-1} \cdot 2.6 \times 10^{-9} \text{mol}} = 0.8 \text{ s}^{-1}
\]

Turnover number (TON)

\[
\text{TON} = \text{TOF (s}^{-1}\text{)} \times \text{Electrolysis time (s)}
\]

\[
\text{TON} = 0.8 \text{ s}^{-1} \times 86,400 \text{ s} = 69,120
\]

B. FePGF/Carbon fiber paper long-term electrolysis at -0.54 V

Turnover frequency (TOF)

\[
\text{TOF (s}^{-1}\text{)} = \frac{I \cdot FE}{2 \cdot F \cdot n}
\]

\(I\): The average current density obtained by 10 h electrolysis at -0.54V (0.00168 A cm\(^2\) × 1 cm\(^2\) = 0.00168 A)

\(FE\): The average CO Faradaic efficiency obtained by 10 h electrolysis (97.0%)

\(F\): Faraday constant (96485 C mol\(^{-1}\))

\(n\): The amount of catalysts utilized for catalysis (3.0 × 10\(^{-9}\) mol cm\(^2\) × 1 cm\(^2\) = 3.0 × 10\(^{-9}\) mol)

\[
\text{TOF (s}^{-1}\text{)} = \frac{0.00168 \cdot 0.987}{2 \cdot 96485 \text{ C mol}^{-1} \cdot 3.0 \times 10^{-9} \text{mol}} = 2.9 \text{ s}^{-1}
\]

Turnover number (TON)

\[
\text{TON} = \text{TOF (s}^{-1}\text{)} \times \text{Electrolysis time (s)}
\]

\[
\text{TON} = 2.9 \text{ s}^{-1} \times 36,000 \text{ s} = 104,400
\]
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